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A traditional approach to quantitative risk assessment is to calculate the “risk score” of an event
as the product of its “probability” and “impact”. But the “probability” and “impact” of an event cannot meaningfully be evaluated without incorporating factors that could prevent an event from occurring or to limit the negative consequences if it does occur. The “Risk score” is often interpreted as
expected financial loss. Project managers are often interested in estimating other types of consequences such as: missing the deadline, need for additional staff, lower quality of delivered product
etc. Bayesian nets (BNs) have the potential to extend traditionally perceived risk assessment by adding several features such as causality, uncertainty, mixture of empirical data with expert knowledge,
and intuitiveness. In this paper we propose a causal risk framework (CRF) for software projects,
which significantly extends traditional risk assessment. The CRF is based on risk categorisation depending on user perspective (role in the project). We use five components of risk: “trigger”, “control”, “risk event”, “mitigant”, “consequence”. Analysis of existing BNs built for the software engineering area reveals that the potential use for most of them is limited because they are not directly
compatible with CRF. We discuss the benefits of applying CRF to a Software Project Trade-off Model and directions for future research in applying CRF to software projects.

1. INTRODUCTION
Project risk management is one of nine knowledge areas defined in the Project Management Body of Knowledge [17]. With an observed increase of project complexity risk
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management becomes more important. One of the stages in risk management is risk
assessment for which many techniques have been proposed. Although these techniques
provide some information for decision makers they are limited by the lack of quantitative integration of both controllable and uncontrollable factors. To extend and improve
the quantitative risk assessment a Causal Risk Framework (CRF) based on Bayesian
nets (BNs) has been proposed in [9], [10].
In this chapter we discuss the need for CRF integrated with BNs and show possible
extensions which may be useful in more complex models. We analyze the applicability
of CRF to existing BNs built for the software engineering area and focus on reasons
why many of the existing models are not easily compatible with CRF. We discuss in
detail how CRF can be integrated with a Software Project Trade-off Model – a BN that
initially was not built with the requirement to be compatible with CRF but which was
relatively easy restructured to meet the criteria of CRF.

2. QUANTITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT
There are two common approaches in defining risk. The first approach highlights the
negative aspect of risk, e.g. in definition: “possibility of loss or injury”, “someone or
something that creates or suggests a hazard” [14]. The second approach assumes both
the positive and negative aspects of risk, e.g.: “an uncertain event or condition that, if it
occurs, has a positive or negative effect on at least one project objective” [17], “an uncertain event or set of circumstances that, should it occur, will have an eﬀect on the
achievement of the project’s objectives [21]. Our approach assumes both the positive
and negative aspects of risk and extends the terminology by defining components of risk
(discussed later in this chapter).
Quantitative risk assessment enables assessment of risk quantitatively using various
techniques such as: sensitivity, expected monetary value, decision tree, Monte Carlo
analyses. Quantitative risk assessment typically captures risk in terms of risk exposure:
risk exposure = probability of event * impact of event

(1)

There are three main practical problems associated with this definition [9]:
1. it is both difficult and meaningless to estimate the probability of event without analyzing
various factors that determine the occurrence of the event and the possible actions undertaken to prevent the event from occurring;
2. it is also often difficult and meaningless to estimate the impact of event without analyzing
factors that can limit the negative or extend the positive consequences;
3. risk exposure can be used in prioritizing risks (as done in qualitative risk assessment) but
otherwise its interpretation as potential loss or more generally as potential outcome is not
very useful.

3. CAUSAL RISK FRAMEWORK
To overcome the limitations discussed earlier we introduce a Causal Risk Framework which provides a perspective-dependent components of risk. The main motivations
for using CRF are [9]:
– ensuring that every aspect of risk measurement is meaningful in its context,
– quantification of uncertainty through probability values associated with each component,
– providing a visual and formal mechanism for recording and testing subjective probabilities,
– simplifying the process of model building from the start.
There are two dimensions in CRF: components of risk and perspectives. Components describe a type of risk in a specific context while the perspectives describe this
context. A perspective contains five risk components as initially proposed in [9], [10]:
– risk event – an event which is the focal point for a given perspectives,
– trigger – an event out of control for a given role which initiates or determines the
occurrence of risk event,
– control – an action whose aim is to prevent risk event from happening or limit the
scope of risk event,
– consequence – an event which reflects how risk event impacts on the wellness of an
agent from a given perspective,
– mitigant – an action whose aim is to prevent negative consequence from happening
or limit the extent of consequence.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of CRF applied to a software project. All risk components are linked together according to the cause-effect relationships. Requirements creep
is a risk event which is triggered by poor requirements specification and controlled by
constrained user expectations. Requirements creep can be mitigated by additional funding from customer but this may lead to project over budget.
The industry-scale models are usually more complex than the example from Fig. 1.
Typically there are more than one variable for each risk component, and there may be
additional links between variables within a single risk component. The generic structure
of such a model compatible with CRF is illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to the five
components of risk discussed earlier one more component can be added – an indicator.
In many cases it is not possible or is too difficult to define the main five components
quantitatively. On the other hand, some metrics describing these components numerically may be available. In such cases components of risk may be defined qualitatively, e.g.
on a ranked scale, and numeric indicators can be added to these nodes for which numeric metrics and data exist. Such approaches using metrics as indicators have been previously used in [7], [24].
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Fig. 1. Schematic of Causal Risk Framework in example software project [19]
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Fig. 2. Schematic of more complex Causal Risk Framework

Assigning model variables to risk components is not fixed. A variable may be a consequence from one perspective but a trigger or risk event from another perspective. Such
examples are discussed later in this chapter. There is no unified list of perspectives be-

cause they depend on the system under consideration. It means that there may be different perspectives in software projects, medical diagnosis, public safety systems and other
areas.
The basic CRF with two dimensions (components and perspectives) can be extended
depending on user needs. For example, instead of five components of risk there may be
a need for using more details, like distinguishing the levels of consequences: internal
(current company or process state), end-product, future company states.
The second type of extension to CRF is adding a new dimension – area. An area describes the group of project variables to which a specific variable belongs to. These
areas can either be standard or company-specific project management areas or a mixture
of both. Table 1 contains a list of standard areas in software projects proposed in [23].
Table 1. Standard areas of software project management as third dimension of CRF
Mission and Goals
Program Management
Decision Drivers
Organization Management
Customer/User

Project Parameters
Product Content
Deployment
Development Process
Development Environment

Project Management
Project Team
Technology
Maintenance

4. BAYESIAN NETS
4.1. BACKGROUND

Bayesian nets appears to be the technique which can be used in quantitative risk assessment compatible with CRF as it provides rich input for decision makers and overcomes limitations of traditional risk assessment techniques.
A Bayesian net can be perceived from two sides: functional – as a directed acyclic
graph consisting of nodes representing random variables and arcs connecting pairs of
nodes, and analytical – as set of unconditional and conditional probability tables defining variables and allowing rigorous inference based on well-established probability calculus, specifically using Bayes’s theorem [2]. An example of a simple BN with all variables of Boolean type is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Example of simple BN
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The main advantages of using BNs in quantitative risk assessment are:
capturing uncertainty explicitly,
ability to build models based on statistical results, expert judgment or both,
ability to combine qualitative and quantitative data,
ability to run with incomplete data,
ability to incorporate causal relationships,
performing forward and backward inference.
4.2. APPLICATIONS IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

BNs have been applied in a number of studies in software engineering. Three main
types of BN structures have been used:
1. Naïve Bayesian Classifier (NBC) which has a structure of a star and does not contain causal
relationships between variables;
2. Causal BN which contains causal relationships between variables;
3. Dynamic Bayesian Net (DBN) which forms a series of sequentially linked causal BNs and
thus reflects the dynamics of modeled process.

In general using BNs as a modelling technique does not ensure the possibility of applying CRF (Table 2). Lack of causal relationships in a model, i.e. in NBC, is the main
obstacle in combining CRF with BNs. Even with the causal or DBN structure such
combination may not be possible. When a BN has been developed with a structural
learning method from a dataset the links between variables may not reflect cause-effect
relationships but only statistical dependence. In some cases even if the model structure
has been defined by expert(s) there are still missing causal links between some variables
which are treated independently. This occurs in models focused on predicting a specific
attribute, usually with forward only prediction, with little stress on reflecting all causal
relationships. Another reason is the lack of controllable factors in some of models
whose aim is to make prediction mostly on project (code) attributes. As a result of all

these reasons many BNs that initially appear to be causal cannot be integrated with CRF
or such integration would require serious change in the models’ structure.
Table 2. Summary of recent BNs for software engineering
Ref.

Main problem analyzed

Type of BN

[5]

defect rate

causal

[15]

maturity of requirements

causal

[26]

testing process
fault content, fault proneness

causal

[27]

change coupling

causal

[24]

various aspects of software
quality

causal

[4]

effectiveness of inspections

causal

[16]

trade-off between: functionality, effort, quality
trade-off between: functio[18], [19]
nality, effort, quality
[8], [11] defects, partly: effort
project velocity (functio[12]
nality)
[7]

[6], [19]

causal

Compatibility with CRF
no: activities not linked according to causal
relationships
no: links mainly directly from input variables to dependent variable
no: lack of controllable factors
no: links only directly from input variables
to dependent variable
no: no detailed information provided, structure learnt from data
partially: no detailed information provided,
not all of risk components can be used
unknown: limited detailed information
provided

causal

yes

causal

yes

causal/DBN

yes

DBN

no: lack of causal links between activities

defects

DBN

[3]

effort

DBN

[1]

failures

DBN

[22]

effort, productivity

NBC

partially: not all of risk components can be
used
partially: unclear impact of project and
process factors
unknown: very few causal links, limited
detailed information provided
no: lack of causal links

5. SOFTWARE PROJECT TRADE-OFF MODEL
The Software Project Trade-off Model appears to be one of the few analysed BNs to
which CRF can be applied. The main feature of the SPTM is a trade-off analysis between key software project factors: development effort, functionality (size) and quality
(number of defects and defect rate). For example, for the assumed functionality it is

possible to analyze how much more effort is required to achieve better quality or how
much lower quality should be expected with decreased amount of effort. All of these
relationships incorporate the influence of project, process and people factors.
The schematic structure of SPTM is presented in Fig. 4. Each rectangle represents a
set of variables that are connected according to cause-effect relationships. It is beyond
the scope of this chapter to provide a detailed explanation for each variable (the model
contains more than 50 variables), model behaviour and validation scenarios. These can
be found in earlier work [6], [18], [19], [20]. Here we focus on applying CRF to SPTM.
From this point of view we put two explanations on model structure: uncontrollable
project factors aggregate: complexity, novelty, scale, quality of input documentation,
deadline pressure, positive and negative customer involvement. SPTM does not contain
design activity explicitly but through other activities: specification (design tasks related
to producing documentation) and coding (design tasks related to producing code).
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Fig. 4. Schematic of Software Project Trade-off Model

To make SPTM compatible with CRF it was necessary to restructure the model from
previous editions. Currently SPTM supports three user perspectives: analytic, programmer and tester. Enabling more perspectives, e.g. project manager, is possible only after
further deeper restructuring of the model.
Fig. 5. illustrates the risk components of CRF applied to SPTM from three perspectives. Most of the risk components contain more than one variable. To keep the graph
clear variables within a single component have been shown as one graphical object.
Several variables appear more than once. For example, coding effectiveness is a consequence in the analytic perspective, a risk event in the programmer perspective and a
trigger in the tester perspective.
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Fig. 5. Risk components for user perspectives in Software Project Trade-off Model

Although CRF defines five components of risk not all of them need to be used for
each perspective. For example, for tester perspective low testing effectiveness causes
high number of defects and defect rate. When this occurs there are no mitigations avail-

able. In a real project a manager may decide to release a project later and perform additional testing. This would increase testing effectiveness and thus the product quality.
However, SPTM is not a DBN so such time-series modeling is not available.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Traditional risk assessment usually does not support causal relationships quantitatively. Our proposed Causal Risk Framework, which in a basic form has two dimensions
(components of risk and user perspectives) can be a useful extension for decision makers. Bayesian nets appear to be the modeling technique naturally capable of combining
with CRF. Our analysis showed that many of the previously designed BNs in the software engineering area cannot be combined with CRF usually because of lack of necessary causal links.
However, we have restructured the previously developed Software Project Trade-off
Model to be compatible with CRF by allowing three risk perspectives: analytic, programmer and tester. Such an application of CRF to SPTM results in a clearer and more
understandable model structure; this is an important feature given the model size.
Our future work will focus on developing a software tool which will allow CRF to be
applied to existing and new models. We also plan to analyze the applicability of CRF to
predictive models in areas other than software engineering.
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